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       Parents and Equitable Treatment 

  
  

Levantine Arabic transcript: 
  

 >FG   H:G�>�E آ*C% ،D آ0A 0B@=2 ا�>:ی: و?<.=2 ا�>:ی: 789 أو4ده2،ا"ه �� %0ات.  .� إ,+ �*( آ' ن %$ ا"ه ��:ا���أة

� ه يI%:H<ا .)K':ر�ت، ا M 9إ Cه:N9 أو C*O*Oب زی<ا آRS �. T% C*ب 9 دیRS ه ي )K':ر�ا Uآ ،  N8V, ا آ' ن>W0X. 

Uن %$ ا4ه>+G،  >HإG0ّیH2 و=N'ZN >H8=2 إFNGا ]=2 و>MR\Gو  N�ج=<ا 4 إ>^ >Hد.+2 إ _\G )8+<% ي أي =� U[�إن , ء ا` ا

U'> آ�ی\=  . اRآ )Kر:'� .C*ی>G0^ C0,:ی'� C*'8b'� إدارة C% d� Z�ا اeه )%:f� 0fg\\G، )*G0\�ا d\+% �. C*8% b�7 ا\A 

� �':ی0 ا�':رK( و�C*'8b'8 إH< هeا ا� Z�j>8% 9 d زی<ا زي أي .  .� ?:%( ه:ول ا�RZبوا�<زراة H>+G<ا دای'ً +[G  'دای

 او N9:و ،%H" T< وا` %H" C*+g< ه< N9:و إG )M 9_0ی(. <ا+\8ُ,� n8o 4زم ی\l*89 dM b و%  یgَN �'  یU'b إ، S�d 9 دي

*b'K )M 9إl،Rی ...�� %A H C*( ا�rّي،A H C% 0*( ا�<اجX تMّ_.." إNA  دای'  %8M C=2 إذا .K':ر�ا ، �Iی >H:وام إ�ا )*A H C% 

� أو أي %C ا�'> آg ت ، أ0W RB% >Hب ز%*t U�s\%،>?0 دای'ً u�0 %$ اإ*_^ C+'% C*دی b�ب اRZ� .dM b\4زم ی >Hوإذا . إ

v*N% �� ا�'v*N وی\rbزإU'9  bXS،  >H إ,,tا اeوب 789 ه B\4زم ی  bXS .  

  
 

English translation: 
 

Woman: There is also a problem with parents. Sometimes parents, due to their excessive care for 
their disabled kids, think about how to put their son in this school -- since all the students are 
normal, without blindness or other disabilities. So we also work with parents to assure them and 
make them comfortable, and we tell them to come to us if they face a problem and we can try to 
find solutions to those problems. So, the entire school is utilized to serve this student, including 
the administration, teachers, social workers -- even people who are employees of the Ministry of 
Education. All of them serve these students. 
 
I always tell the principal and the teachers that this student must be treated like any other student. 
If he is wrong, he must be punished and not overlooked only because he’s blind or deaf. We 
always tell that if he [a disabled student] falls behind in assignments or [doesn’t wear the] 
uniform, or if he always comes late, or if hits one of his peers, or any other problem that may 
happen to normal students, he must be punished.  
 
Umm. … and, of course, if he does something good, then he must be rewarded.  
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